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[1:07]  Greetings, It is I, Gabriel. 
 
I am delighted to be here with everyone in this wonderful Crucible that we have created 
together.   
 
So, if everyone will take a deep breath… 
And get very centered in their Sacred Heart… 
very present in this moment……. 
 
Focus your attention in your Sacred Heart. 
And this evening, I want you to notice the differences that you are feeling and sensing  
 about your Sacred Heart Consciousness. 
Notice how luminous it is… 
 
There is a unified expression within this center, this Sacred Center of your Being….. 
And that unified Presence has a Presence of the Element of Love –  
 a magnificent Golden Pink Color 
 that perhaps you hadn’t noticed previously……. 
 
The feeling of Love in this Sacred Center now is a little different. 
Begin to pick up on that nuance of this expanded Element of Love, 
 and the Christ Consciousness that it holds. 
 
Not only is your Sacred Heart a more expansive expression of you as a Divine Being of Light, 
 but this expression of Love is so massive that it is drawing into it the first four chakras. 
Those four chakras are transmuted by the Christ Consciousness and the Element of Love. 
 And they are drawn into the unification with the All That Is  
 and within the center of that Sacred Heart Consciousness….. 
 
They are no longer, those first four chakras,  
 an expression of a 3rd/4th dimensional state of physical being. 
They have been transformed in the Presence of that beautiful expression of Christed Love. 
 
This is important for you to recognize, 
 because it is in that Light, that Unified Light,  
 your full expression as a Christed Being can be seen and created from……. 
 
Take a deep breath… 
And another one… 
And be very present in that Unified Love and the expression of you as a Christed Being….. 
 
Be very present in this moment and very present in this Gathering. 


